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Creative Brief Creative Brief
 For our second campaign, Stefanie and I chose to work on Viacom 

Media Networks other mainstream music channel,VH1. Last summer when I 

interned for Viacom, I was invited to attend one of VH1’s events, “Make a 

Band Famous,”a 24-hour music contest where bands would play and people 

were able stream the show online for free. For the final round, famous 

artists and producers were featured as the guest judges, eventually 

choosing the band “Fancy Reagan.” Following the contest,VH1 would sign 

and foster Fancy Reagan’s career and produce their first professional 

record while promoting their band with various VH1 Media. 

 Following this concert experience, I decided to look more into VH1’s 

“You Oughta Know” division, which features artists that VH1 has helped give 

them a head start in their careers, much like Fancy Reagan. Based on our 

research, we thought we would take three of VH1’s most famous artists 

while also highlighting Fancy Reagan to make an experiential campaign. 

We decided to position VH1’s “You Oughta Know” campaign with inspiring 

and insightful ad executions which highlight new artists made famous by 

VH1 such as Bruno Mars, Adele and Ed Sheeran. 

 By using simplistic ads in a magazine that show unrecognizable 

Polaroid pictures of these artists  at a young age with “Guess Who?” 

copy, it creates an interactive ad campaign for VH1’s viewers. When you 

flip the page, it would be a picture of what the artist looks like now with 

a biography highlighting how VH1 “You Oughta Know” cultivated their 

career. For our wildcard execution, we created a sweepstakes in which 

people could submit recordings of their original songs and the winner, 

chosen by Adele, Bruno Mars and Ed Sheeran, would open for them as a  

featured artist for one of their shows on their next tour and would be 

also be featured on VH1’s website and get to play a live concert in times 

square with “fancy regan”. We thought this would be a creative Wildcard 

execution  because it would increase VH1 viewers and site traffic while also 

promoting “Fancy Reagan” and other past  “You Oughta Know” artists.
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Ad Placement Ad Placement

-Alternative Press 
-Rock Sound 
-Rolling Stone 
-Billboard Magazine 
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Rough Comps Rough Comps 
Guess Which VH1 “You Oughta Know” Artist this is? 
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Answer: Bruno Mars 

Full Name: Peter Gene Hernandez 
Born: Honululu, Hawaii 
VH1 first found him when: He had
 just released his debut 
single “Just The Way You Are”
 the music video appeared on 
VH1 shows like Video Countdown and
Top 20 Video Countdown 
NOW: Bruno Mars is a multi platinum
 recording artist. Just this year he 
performed at the Superbowl halftime 
and he has won 2 Grammys. More 
recently Bruno Mars has been 
featured on his good friend and 
producer, Mark Ronson’s “Uptown Funk” 

YOU OUGHTA KNOW 



Campaign Strategy Campaign Strategy 
 We created an advertising  campaign around 

vh1 “You Oughta Know” music division for rising 
artists.

Our target audience is musical individuals with 
a dream, between the ages of 16-24. These are  people 
that are often inspired by the things around them 
and choose to either write or sing to expresshow 
they feel.They believe that music is the only thing 
that they can use as a tool to make sense of this 
world and by watching VH1’s “You Oughta Know,” 
campaign they are inspired to keep going toward 
their dreams of being in the spotlight and “making 
it.”

 Our goal for this campaign was to encourage 
more young musicians to get involved with VH1 you 
oughta know campaign. we want undiscovered  
artists to know that vh1 could be a helpful platform 
for them to get their music out there,  instead of 
competiting on a reality show or getting lost in 
the millions of videos on youtube.vh1 you oughta 
know gives artist a chance to get their music out 
there and talk about their music, artistry and music 
videos that they showcase on vh1. 



Campaign Strategy Campaign Strategy Campaign Strategy 
 The whole theme behind our ad campaign is interactivity. 
with that in mind we created our three ad executions as 
magazine ads. we created a two-page spread in which one 
is a baby photo of the artist with the tagline “guess who?” 
and the second page reveals the artists and informs the 
reader about how vh1 first found him or her and the state 
of their careers currently. for the first page we have each 
baby photo  framed in a polaroid. the 3-d effect on the box 
is very apparent in other vh1’s ad designs so we tried to 
incorporate that in ours. The primary colors we used on the 
first page were black, green and purple primarily because 
those are vh1’s colors. we also decided to go with bold 
fonts all across both ads to help them stand out aganist 
the audience we  looked through the vh1 ads and noticed 
how prevalent their signature plus signs were and realized 
we had to incorporate that in our designs somehow so we 

made it a pattern as a background for the second page.
 

 We did something fun and interactive for our wild card 
because we thought that it would be most beneficial for 
our target audience . Since this campaign is  based around 
music artists and their journey into the limelight, we did a 
sweepstakes where members of our target audience would 
submit  music videos of their own original music they wrote 
and the best would get to perform at a live concert in new 
york city with vh1’s “ make a band famous winner”, fancy regan. 
they would also be featured as an opener for a you oughta 

know artist’s tour. 

 


